September 4, 2021

TO: All SCCC Staff

FROM: Dan Van Ogle, Incident Commander
SCCC Incident Command Post

Subject: Limited Area Outbreak Status

Stafford Creek Corrections Center is now under a Limited Area Outbreak Status in G Unit. This is due to two incarcerated testing positive within G Unit. Based on this, all staff working in H-2 Unit will undergo additional testing requirements and will be required to wear a face shield, and gloves in addition to a surgical mask. All the incarcerated assigned to G Unit will be tested tomorrow September 5, 2021.

At this time G Unit will be Quarantined and all movements to programs and mainlines will be closed. All required meals will be delivered to the units and medical exams, pill line, and sick call will occur in the unit. A cohort schedule has been developed to monitor dayroom use.

With the rising number of cases throughout the state, now is the time to enforce and monitor our cohorting schedule, movements on the breezeway, and the two-hour tier schedules in the units to ensure that the spread is minimized should we encounter a positive test.

Should any tests come back positive then additional restrictions will be announced and put in place.

Thank you to all staff for your commitment to working through this and helping to keep our facility safe.